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GoodyBeads.com |  Muiti-Strand Bracelet with Beadable Components & Miyuki Delica

Components

Instructions

SB00128 - DB010 11/0 Black Opaque Miyuki Delica 
SB00223 - DB200 11/0 Opaque Chalk White Delica 
SB00229 - DB206 11/0 Opaque Salmon Miyuki Delica 
Z005132 - (2) Silver-Plated Beadable 1 to 7 Triangular Link 
 Z001442 - Silver Spring Clasp
X003062 - 5.5mm Jump Ring
A006599 - Superlon Beading Thread Bobbin 
A006767 - Beading Needle
Z013680 - 10mm Black Fabric Tassel with Silver Cap
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Cut 6 feet piece of beading thread and add on needle. 
Slide tail end through one hole on link and tie two knots, 
leaving a 5-6 inch tail. (fig. 1)

Pick up 4 seed beads, sew through second hole and up 
through the last two seed beads to start brick stiching this 
row. (fig. 2)

Pick up 2 seed beads, sew through next hole and back 
through the 2 beads. Repeat down the link 4 more times. 
(fig. 3)

Loop through a few beads, tie off and cut off excess. 
thread. (Think link will be used for opposite bracelet end)

Where you left off on step 2, pick up 110 seed beads. 
Sew through the opposite set of seed beads on the other 
beaded link you did in step 1. Loop through the hole, sew 
back through the same set of seed beads, pick up another 
110 seed beads and sew back through the set of seet 
beads you started from. Loop over to the next set of seed 
beads.

Pick up 110 seed beads, sew through the second set of 
beads on the opposite beaded end and loop over to the 
third set of seed beads.

Repeat Steps 1, omitting the last part to tie off your ends. You will continue to bead and link the two beaded ends together in 
the next steps.
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Repeat step 3 by adding two strands of 110 beads 
through the third set of seed beads.

Repeat step 4 by adding on strand of 110 beads through 
the third set of seed beads.

Repeat steps 3-5 to finish off the next three set of seed beads. Tie off and sew through a few beads before cutting off excess.

Add jumprings and link them for an extender chain with a tassel at the end. And link jump rings with clasp at the other end.
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